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PREFACE

Development has been the foremost cry of the Northeast.
In this decades' old quest the region has had to confront
inevitable surging impressions ranging from the demands
for statehood, political autonomy and political independence
to global inevitabilities such as liberalization, privatization
and globalization. These impressions have given rise to
emerging individualism and consumerism while calling
upon the region abundant in resources, to keep up with
these changing strides. Development comes at a price,
balancing the needs of the economy with ability of nature
to absorb and sustain such needs.

The Look East Policy is one such proposal initiated by
the central government to address Northeast's long standing
covet for development. Introduced in the early nineties this
policy was intended to direct a major portion of the
Northeast's economic and commercial activities towards it

eastern international neighbors. This proposal appears
geographically viable for all the eight states of the region
are cradled amidst five international neighbors — Nepal,
Bhutan, the Tibet autonomous region of China, Myanmar
and Bangladesh. It is intended that the inauguration of this
policy will bring the Northeast tremendous possibility of
engagement in various sectors with both the thriving as well
as the emerging economies of South and Southeast Asia.

Keeping this objective in focus Synod College invited
policy makers, public representatives, administrators,
academicians, journalists, professionals and students to a two
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WELCOME ADDRESS

—D. Vfanswett

-Great things are not done by impulse but by a series of
small things brought together".

With immeasurable pleasure I stand before you as the
head of this institution to extend ahearty welcome to each
and everyone who are expectantly gathered at theinauguration of this two-day National Seminar on Look
East Micy: Impact on Northeast India' and to express my
heartfelt thanks to you for this encouraging response to
our invitation. Words fail to express my gratitude to the
Hon'ble Union Minister ofState for Commerce Shn Jairam
Ramesh. who has come all the way from New Delhi not just
to inaugurate the seminar and to deliver the keynote address
but in the process share his precious thoughts and proficient
views with us. Sir, we are greatly privileged and deeply
inspired by your presence. Shri Jairam Ramesh has shown
his concern and interest for the region by successively
visiting four States of the Northeast —Assam, Mizoram,

now Meghalaya between June and October

to the Hon'ble Chief Minister of
abai, who is also the President of

jpciation for his closeassociation
liege. Sir, your presence in

ig. I also extend a warm
keputy ChiefMinister of
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8 LOOK EAST POLICY: IMPACT ON NORTHEAST INDIA

economic engagement with Asia lies not only new trade
opportunities for India itselfbut alsoopensout new avenues
for the development of India's Northeast.

As far as the Northeast isconcerned we must accept the
fact that in theyears to come the future ofthe region lies in
retaining its own unique cultural identity, in political
integration with India and in economic integration with the
rest of Asia. It is difficult to visualize such a model - a
compartmentalized model, retaining your own cultural
identity which is unique in many respects, political
integration with the larger democratic system ofIndia and
economic integration with the larger economic body of
ASEAN and the rest ofAsia. This will call for avery creative
political response both on the partofthedecision makers of
the Northeast and New Delhi and for this a lot ofcobwebs
that were built ovfer the years, such as the Restricted Area
Permit, limited telecommunication services and tight security
regulations have to be removed. It is imperative to accept
tl^nodel which is atlmee pronged model- acultural identity

own

work of

eavor

Ration within the larprdemocratic
[Omic and commercial integration
a modelthat has been advocated

•ry of Commerce,
[erational content,
ues which I think

pning the pace and
India's Northeast to

^doubt in my mind
jtis infrastructure,
ucture deficit in

ihg paced economic

of infrastructure
^ fashion than we have
infrastructure covers roads,

stations, power - it covers the

r

KEYNOTE ADDRESS 9

entire gamut of physical infrastructure that is required in
order to stimulate economic activity and promote trade
integration. I have been impressing upon my colleagues in
the state governments that we should work-in a partnership
mode in order to identify some of these key infrastructural
bottlenecks- and improve connectivity as part of this
programme of development of the Northeast and its
integration as part ofIndia's Look East Policy.

The second major requirement is to make investments
in economic activities that create surpluses for trade. Today
the region can supply only a limited number of anthurium
flowers and cannot meet the required demand. The region
does not have the volume and quantity of pineapple, ginger
and passion fruit that are required in the international
market.Though Meghalaya is producing high quality tea it
is unable to supplythe quantity required. Similarly Manipur
is growing high quality passion fruit and oranges. The
question is, can theStateproduce theexportable and tradable
surpluses required to be credible suppliers to the
international markets? There is potential but having
potential alone is inadequate. What is required is to have
surpluses and the production capacity. Whether it is in the
area of handicrafts or horticulture we need to make massive
investments in creating production capacities which will
create the .surpluses that will be required for infrastructure.
In the field of horticulture we have started a large number
ofprojects. In Meghalaya we are looking at majorinvestments
in cultivatingorganic gingerand organic turmeric.Similarly
in Manipur we have made major investments in mulberry
silk, in Tripura it is rubber while in Assam it is tea. Each
state has a unique resource endowment andit does notmake
sense for each state to compete with the others. Each state
must specialize insomething that isof unique characteristic
to that state. Sikkim for example today has developed an
international reputation for orchids. It does not make sense

i-'- •
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10 look EAST POLICY: IMPACT ON NORTHEAST INDIA

for ether states of the Northeast to make major investments
'"ternational markets for orchids.

ofrosestnth^^T as the second largest exporter
I Holland

today it is numh largest supplier of roses and
investments are South Korea. If adequate
important exnn f c '̂ eghalaya can be one of the most
collective entit^other'sta^r '̂'' to Japan. As a
government <- governments, other central
created for the North institutions that have heen
mustidentUfLtlrtlf'are suited to the resource end projects which
and make major investments particular state
in creating the tvDP ftf i Production capacity,
an international maVklt^
not be meaningful ifwe
for apurpose, to invest and ^ iooking. Looking east is
To fulfill this task India revenue from the east,
create those surpluses and ^o be in a position to
it a market power and t capacities which will make
Northeast cannot be a ''̂ 'ig^hon its market presence. The
fruits, tea, ginger and retain
arrived on the internat i
Development Bank has r i scale. The Asian
infrastructure in India's a study of trade
products available in the identified three
Look East Policy into prodii f can convert India's

are pineappl®'
of lookingat this report to IdenTStu^ ofIndia is in the process
in these commodities to enabl th
a major centre of producti„„ to emerge as
essential so that the region c"
economic growth and econnr^" Participate in the process of
kwill bring. Prosperity that trade itself

KEYNOTE ADDRESS 11

A big stumbling block for getting new investment into
the region is the reluctance ofinvestors to come and invest
in the Northeast. It is always a paradox- here is a region
where the literacy is veryhigh, the people are familiarwith
the English language andyoung men and women are noted
for their enthusiastic embrace of new ideas. Yet somehow
India's Northeast has not derived the benefits of increased
investments. Today the government is not the sole investor
in a region's investment. Thereis need to create a conducive
atmosphere where private investment can be harnessed
whether it is in information technology, education,
horticulture or any other area. Unfortunately for a number
of political reasons and for reasons having to do with the
perception of violence, militancy and insurgency, private
investments that should have come into the Northeast have
not.Theonly exception is the cement industry in Meghalaya
because of the tax incentives that are being offered.
Meghalaya has suddenly become a major centre for the
manufacture of cement including Assam. In fact 92% of all
the investment that has taken place in the Northeast in the
last fifteen years is only in the States of Assam and
Meghalaya. However it is that small region in both these
states that has been able to attract private investment which
is largely concentrated in the mineral sector and in the
cement industry.The ability ofstate governments to sell their
states as investment destinations is going to be critical and
part ofthis isgoing todepend on thestates' ability toconvince
the investment community, for investment will ultimately
be driven bysentiment. If the prevailing sentiment is that it
is nota safe place to invest in the Northeast then noinvestor
will be willing to take the risk. This is a Herculean task, it
requires the central government's role and it requires the
state governments to also play a pro-active role. It is
imperative to make a determined effort to leverage on the
unique strengths ofthe Northeast. The unique strengths of
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16 look east POLICY: IMPACT ON NORTHEAST INDIA

the country but ako fl?° ™Portance to the rest of
political and other impresslTL^aTA® implications in the
Look East Policy launched in W92 ha^i/™ """T d
of the Cold War, followine the ri f
Union and the emergence of
theaftermath of India's ^
aforeign policy alternative asTt nr" "7T™''''
alternative as well in tsimrvU • a development
resurgence ofAsia'as an pp globalization and
Hon'ble Prime Minister of

strategic shift in India'̂ ""^ohan Singh, "it wasplace in the evolving glnhni ofthe world and India's
given an initial thrust with tr°th^"'
NarasimhaRaovisitineCh- Prime Minister (Late)and Singapore, and India"h' Vietnam
partner with the Association ^ sectoral dialogue
(ASEAN) in I992, the policv w East Asian Nations
only recently. Iappreciate thitf^P^^S"ed in good earnest till
redraw our attention to this noi °^Synod College to
It to be carried forward in an P^dal for
the beginning ofthe twentv manner. It is only ina big push to this India has given
partner ofASEAN in 2002 anff" it became a summit-levelmregional initiatives such no ^^^.f^^^^^^^noously involved
for Multi-Sectoral Technical ® of Bengal Initiative
(BIMSTEC)andtheMekone Pa^^ Economic Cooperationnow finally becoming amember"^^.?(MGC), and
December 2005. ^he East Asia Summit in

A close look at tha n.%i •

only to improve relations with that it was not meanta number of dimensions ton there were
atmosphere offered an opportnJtt'; War politicalby expanding the scope considoy k? P^^ '̂̂ J'mitiative

® y to include political as

CHAIRPERSON'S ADDRESS 17

well as economic aspects which came to be known as the
Look East Policy. Since then it has become a multi-faceted
policy with a multi-pronged approach to establish strategic
links with as many countries as possible, establish
institutional linkages with ASEAN, and develop strong
economic bonds with eastern neighbors. The policy was also
meant to be an attempt to carve a placeforIndia in the larger
Asia Pacific region, economically the most vibrant region.
Yet another intention was to highlight India's economic
potential for investment and trade. The best aspect of
renewed engagement between India andASEAN is that now
both recognize that each has something to offer tothe other.
TheASEAN region has an abundance ofnatural resources,
manufacturing abilities and technological skills that can
provide a natural base for the growth of synergies and
integration between ASEAN and India. The policy has
acquired new dimensions and expanded to include new key
areas that have led the organizers of this Seminar to invite
learnedexperts and scholars to look at it afresh and discover
new meaning and implications.

While wishing all fruitful deliberations at the Seminar
and pleasant stay in Shillong, I express my confidence that
at the end of the day, the policywill have been given a new
thrust andnew approaches and new areas identified for it to
be increasingly important and beneficial to all impacted by
it.

Once again, Iwishthe Seminar success in all its aspects.

Thank you
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'' '" 'r.'' ^^t^blish itself aseffect ofIndia's attempt to tee'Zate'̂ t"' 7' "7 "'e
in aclimate of liberalization ushenng
simultaneously launchpH
following athaw in fh ^ ^"dia's liberalization policyIt was fnit?at7 as a
accelerating India's strategy aimed at
international neighbors UnH^ '̂?i!"^ eastern
Narasimha Rao India took ad Minister
withASEAN.AtthefourthASPrMQ''''̂ ®'̂ '̂ ''̂ ^"^^^®"^^^®in January 1992 in Singapore

establish sectoral dialogue agreed towith India. Since then th u tourism
sub-regional cooperation h!^ looking back and
paved the way even fo ^^d itsneighbors has
aspect ofthe Look East relations. A crucialwith its neighbors throueh India's ability to engage
international borders with N bridge along the
region of Tibet in China Bhutan, the autonomous
Northeast is significantly ^nd Bangladesh. The
policy. ^ placed in the focal point of this

The Northeast re '
Assam, Arunachal eight states of
^i|fl|ind,Sikkim and Trin' Meghalaya, Mizoram,

which constit^^^^^^" an area of2,55,000
^^icalareaofthesub-oL^ ^be totalwith natural and min region is richly

WV.J as one of the world'resources and has been
population of39 millL hotspots. It iswble in culture and t j - • census) diverse and

ffon living in tha ^PP'̂ '̂on, with 80% of this
^ion has also been ah" Yet this diverse

»»uemands ranging from unity and prosperity
fependence. Verghese has assertion to political

y escribed the region as a

INTRODUCTION 21

"rainbow country, extraordinarily diverse and colourful,
mysterious when seen through parted clouds, a distant and
troubled frontier for all too many"}

The implementation of the Look East Policy has
inevitable implications for the northeast region. The policy
has been envisaged to achieve growth and development for
the region. It is intended to initiate industrial development
in an industrially deficient region, diversification ofindustrial
activity, employment generation and trade and market
expansion in accordance with thepotentials ofthe region. To
be inclusive the realities must match the objectives to be
achieved. A number of pertinent questions arise: Will the
northeast gear itself to develop exportable surpluses in
commodities that are indemand in the international market?
Is the region willing to engage itself in resolute economic
association with Southeast Asia or will it remain only a
"corridor"? These are questions that have no immediate
answers. The Look East Policy is an initiative in motion, its
results will not immediately be visible especially in a region
that has been weighed down by numerous concerns. Jairam
Ramesh has appropriately remarked that cobwebs need to
be cleared if the LookEast Policyis to benefit the Northeast.

It should be the endeavor of the Look East Policy to
harness the huge human resource of the northeast where
'employability' rather that employment generation should
be the key focus. Similarly if the policy is to take concrete
shape good governance should be a key element of the
northeastern states. Transparency,accountabilityand timely
execution of projects should reflect their commitment to
implementing the policy. They should demonstrate the
qualities ofresponsive administration, administration that
is corruption free, continuously in touch with people's needs
and accessible at all times. If development is to flow to the
citizens it should be people centric, gender neutral.








